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WOKINGHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

MINUTES OF REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE MEETING HELD ON 
 

TUESDAY 19th SEPTEMBER 2017 
 

Present: Brian Lee (Chairperson) BL 
 Nicky Harmsworth NH 
 Calvin Seymour CS 
 Sandra Kelly SK 
 Yvonne Turner YT 
 Martin Forster MF 
 Kim Jakubiszyn KJ 
 Hannah Bruzas (Minutes) HB 

 
 

   ACTION 
1. APOLOGIES AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 Apologies were received from Lyn Williams and Betty Sleet.  
 There were no declarations of interest from the group.  
   

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING  
 Sensory Needs Training has been added to the involved tenant training 

programme. 
 

 Mutual exchange process is being reviewed so a meeting is being held to 
discuss this. KJ will bring mutual exchange process to the next meeting. 

KJ 

 Received clarification regarding the Coast and County’s out of hour’s 
information. Calls made means every call and calls handled means there was 
an action from a call. 

 

 Garage Project has started. NH advised that she has chased Jordan Gibson 
(JG) but has not had a response. MF to chase this up with JG. 

MF 

 NH confirmed she has taken the information sheets to the Strategy Group for 
it to be added to the action plan.  

 The estate improvement request made by Dianne Smith (DS) is on hold. 
Awaiting photos and quotes for it to be reassessed. NH provided information 
on solar lighting. KJ to give this to DS. KJ 

 MF will colour code his asset management report going forward. MF 
   
 KEY ISSUES  

3. INFORMATION SHEETS  
 To be moved to next agenda.  
   

4. ESTATE IMPROVEMENT GUIDANCE/REQUEST  
 Need clarification regarding access to the estate improvement budget. This is 

going to be a part of the strategy, to ensure estate improvement requests are 
sent to the relevant groups.   

 Costs for Dickens Court cycle shed were shared with the RMG. 
Approximately £600-£700 and would not be suitable for scooters as there 
would be no power outlet. RMG agreed that for one bike to be stored there it 
is a lot of money. There is also the argument regarding who is responsible for 
security of the bike shed. RMG made the decision to refuse the request 
based on cost. KJ will forward the decision response to Lesley McCambridge 
and Louis Foster. KJ 
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5. FIRE POLICY  

 The Fire Policy has been past the Senior Specialists and an outside 
consultant has looked at it to ensure it covers what it needs to. Could be back 
by next RMG meeting. KJ to add to next month’s agenda. KJ 

 An audit was carried out to check WBC are meeting what the policy states. 
Fire Risk Assessment was received in May with 1200 actions, 170 significant 
ones. Half of the actions are for the Asset Management Team and half are for 
the Housing Management Team. Asset has almost completed theirs apart 
from a few. This includes an odd shape fire door which needs to be fitted and 
a padlock which needs to be removed where a tenant has installed it to a 
door themselves. Housing Management side is more difficult with 30 actions 
remaining and this will be ongoing. All actions will hopefully be completed by 
the end of October.   

 Of the low and moderate risks there are about 1000 actions to work through. 
They will be packaged by property for projects and someone will need to 
carry this out. MF has asked Sukh Singh (SS) for a timetable for these to be 
completed, hoping by the end of the financial year.   

 NH raised a query regarding the new front doors/locks that are being installed 
on properties as they have to be opened/locked with a key and does not lock 
automatically from the outside when you close the door. MF advised that 
anyone who thinks there is an issue with their new front door/lock should 
contact repairs so they can look at it.  

   
6. VOID MOVE OUT STANDARD  

 The void move out standard is the standard the property should be left in by 
the tenant when they leave. They wouldn’t be expected to meet the Decent 
Homes Standard regarding kitchens and bathrooms etc. however there would 
be a threshold and if they didn’t meet this they would be re-charged. MF 
asked the group if they would be okay with having a move out standard and 
the group agreed they were happy for this.  

 A discussion will need to be had regarding what to expect from tenants when 
they leave the properties. MF thinks there needs to be some guidelines.  

 MF has asked Julie Poole if she can work out if having a move out standard 
would be worth it though, in terms of what reasons people usually vacate the 
property for etc.   

 Next year there needs to be a 20% reduction in capital expenditure and 
where voids are increasing WBC need to reduce the expenditure on this, as 
one property for example is costing £30,000. A query was raised regarding 
keeping a property in this state being a breach of tenancy, however there is 
theory and then there is practicality in being able to take a tenant to court.   

 Void properties have to meet the Decent Homes Standard and be in 
reasonable condition. Redecorations depend on the current condition of the 
property when it becomes voids. Blown windows are currently being replaced 
on void properties; however a suggestion was made that this shouldn’t be the 
case unless they are particular windows such as a kitchen overlooking the 
garden. Windows need to be prioritised and it was agreed that a discussion 
on blown windows would be held for another date. KJ to add this to the 
agenda for a later date. KJ 

   
7. ASSET MANAGEMENT WORK UPDATE  

 Responsive Repairs  
 Increase in job requests from 613 to 721 which is unusual for the Summer 

period.  
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   ACTION 
   
 Garages  
 A plan needs to be agreed for next year and the spending on garages/their 

sites.  
   
 Gas Servicing  
 Currently at 100% compliance.   
 NH queried whether two weeks’ notice for a gas safety check is enough time 

and suggested making it three weeks. MF advised that most organisations 
provide two weeks’ notice and if they have three weeks’ notice then people 
would tend to forget. To provide two weeks’ notice is in QHS contract and is 
what is set up on their system.  

 MF advised that he knows QHS missed an appointment today so it will be 
interesting to see what the stats state next month.  

 It was raised that QHS are not carrying smoke alarm batteries with them in 
their vans and tenants would not know they are due to be changed. MF said 
that QHS should be looking at the smoke alarm batteries and if they have 
less than a year left on their expiry then QHS should be replacing them. 
Alarm batteries tend to last approximately ten years.   

   
 Decent Homes  
 Only 11 properties now that might be failing the standard.   
 Of the 43 properties that are projected to fail the standard next year, 36 are 

electrical works.  
   
 Kitchens and Bathrooms  
 Having problems with how long CLC are taking to complete the kitchens and 

bathrooms. They have tried changing the staff and the office but then the 
issues just keep rising again. Simon Horley (SH) is questioning whether or 
not to cancel the contract and start again, or to keep them and then the 
kitchens and bathrooms will still be done.   

 It was raised within RMG that no involved tenant has been on the contract, 
other than meeting the contractor at TLIP once they had been appointed. SH 
told MF that RMG were involved pre-tender and they didn’t realise that RMG 
wanted to meet with the contractor once it was finalised.  

 RMG asked whether CLC are paying liquidated damages. MF confirmed that 
there is an agreed handover date and that every day they are delayed after 
this date, WBC can claim liquidated damages. Have already received 
thousands from them in liquidated damages.  

   
 Windows and Doors  
 Will decide by the end of October whether to end the contract with Sovereign 

or not. Going forward the contract will concentrate on doors with only the 
worst windows being done.  

 It was reiterated that RMG need to be involved in contractor procurement 
meetings. Valentina has left the team so her replacement will need to be 
involved and meet with RMG as soon as possible.  

   
8. PERFORMANCE INFORMATION – AUGUST 2017  

 The group analysed and discussed the performance information. Only section 
raised was voids which were flagged as red. This is due to some properties 
being void for a long period of time. Team is aware of the reasons behind 
this.  
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   ACTION 
   

9. SOCIAL MEDIA  
 Mouldy Pack to be advertised on social media to state they are free to 

tenants and they can contact Repairs if they want to receive one. New 
tenants will be receiving them and regarding the comfort thermometers, 
surveyors will be giving these out during visits if they feel it is necessary.  HB 

 Reminder to be posted on social media regarding the importance of a gas 
service, to let tenants know they will be receiving an appointment letter two 
weeks before and if it’s not convenient they should contact QHS to re-book as 
it is a legal requirement. HB 

   
10. AGENDA SETTING FOR NEXT MEETING  

 Fire Policy  
 Philip Harper-Oliver – Procurement Update and Involvement  
 Information Sheets  
 Blown Windows in WBC Properties  
 Asset Management Work Update  
 Performance Information  
 Social Media  
 Tenant Involvement Strategy Group Update  
 Feedback from TLIP  
 Feedback from the Chairs Panel  
 Feedback from the Voids Project  
 Feedback from the Garages Project  
 Feedback from the RBC Contractors Meeting  
   

11. TENANT INVOLVEMENT STRATEGY GROUP UPDATE  
 Final part of the Action Plan to be completed then it will go out for 

consultation with the involved tenants. It was stipulated that everyone should 
read it and let the Strategy Group know if they have any feedback.  

   
12.  FEEDBACK FROM TLIP  

 Updates were given on the following: 
• Tape Lane 
• Rent Project 
• Performance Information – ASB quiet over Summer 
• Broadway House – 10 temporary accommodation units. Gone through 

the first stage of planning and will take about a year to get ready for 
use 

• Homelessness Report  
   

13. FEEDBACK FROM CHAIRS PANEL  
 Meeting being held on Friday 22nd September.  
   

14. FEEDBACK FROM VOIDS PROJECT  
 Ongoing at the moment.  
   

15. FEEDBACK FROM GARAGES PROJECT  
 Not attended any meetings yet.  
   

16. FEEDBACK FROM RBC CONTRACTORS MEETING  
 Meeting has been held and any problems were discussed and sorted at the  
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   ACTION 
meeting. 

   
17. AOB  

 Civil Parking Enforcement coming into force on 9th October. Guidance was 
provided to the group as parking will be managed very carefully going 
forward.  

 Christmas lunch is going to be at Easthampstead Park Conference Centre on 
8th December at 12:00pm.  

 The AGM (soon to be known as the Annual Review) will be held at the Town 
Hall for its new venue.  

 Satisfaction forms for repair jobs have been through Comms but they are still 
sending out the one with old wording and logo. QHS are still using old letters 
too. MF to look into this. MF 

 Macmillan coffee morning being held on 29th September at Harman Court. HB 
to send invites. HB 

 A query was raised regarding the gutters on the Gorse Ride Estate. It was 
agreed that the contractor did a good job but the gutters are at the end of 
their life. MF confirmed that only patch repairs will be carried out. There was a 
suggestion for perhaps gutter hedgehogs to be installed, however this could 
change the problem rather than eradicate it. MF to speak to SS regarding the 
suggestion. MF 

 A query was raised regarding what tenants need to do if their smoke alarm 
keeps beeping as they don’t believe it’s cost effective to have a contractor 
attend. It was confirmed that a contractor is required to attend as a lot of the 
smoke alarms are a sealed unit.  

 Co-ordinator interviews are being held shortly and Calvin is attending.  
 SAP Supplier Meeting to be held which NH volunteered to attend. MF to let 

her know the date. MF 
 Six surveys were returned in the Housing Matters article. 100% said their 

contractors attended at the correct time and 100% said they were unlikely to 
give feedback via text or email.  

 Gary the Surveyor has resigned.  
 MF and KJ have been attending design workshops for 21st Century Council 

so they are now involved in the process.  
   

  
THE DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE: 

TUESDAY 17TH OCTOBER, 11am AT TARGETT COURT  
 
 
Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………... 
 
Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………... 


	TUESDAY 19th SEPTEMBER 2017

